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oneclick in “Gartner’s Hype Cycle for the Digital
Workplace” report 2019
oneclick is featured in the "Gartner Hype Cycle for the Digital Workplace" report 2019 as a
sample vendor for "Unified Workspaces".
Gartner´s hype cycle shows which phases of public attention a new technology goes
through during its introduction. Gartner notes that an upturn in digital workplaces is
leading to a higher global maturity of the digital workplace.
The introduction of digital workplaces is changing the culture and enabling new ways of
working: tailored to the personal work-life balance and independent of the end device
and work location.
In the "Hype Cycle for the Digital Workplace" report 2019, IT managers responsible for
providing applications learn how work will develop over the next few years under the
premise of digitalisation. They want to develop their legacy applications in the direction of
software-as-a-service.
Pascal Poschenrieder, CTO of oneclick AG, states: "Exactly this transformation can be
achieved offhand with oneclick™. Existing infrastructures can be directly connected to the
platform and the existing applications and data can be streamed into a workspace in the
browser. In addition, cloud resources can be made available in the form of virtual
machines in the data centres of well-known IaaS providers via oneclick™, which is suitable
for providing digital workplaces for any combination of on-premises, cloud and hybrid
infrastructure. Access will be controlled via an integrated identity management system
and additionally secured with guidelines."
Further information can be found here: https://oneclick-cloud.com/en/blog/trendsen/hype-cycle-for-the-digital-workplace-2019/
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About oneclick AG
oneclick AG has its head office in Zurich, Switzerland and an innovation center in Prien,
Germany. Since January 2019, oneclick has a virtual US office in Orlando, Florida. The
company is specialised in the development of a platform for automated and secure
provision of digital workspaces. oneclick AG’s objective is to be instrumental in the design
and improvement of End User Computing. oneclick AG was founded in 2015 and has 25
employees.
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